
How to Escape from Global Slavery by CIA. 2017/11/11,20,23.

Most difficulty of the World Today is people could not have realized real difficulty cause.

Because education(for children)& mass media(for adult)never will disclose real cause.

<At first,keep economy growing regime, where people are too busy in business to ignore

real enemy both in world of visible perpetual wars-terrors threat and in invisible threat of

climate worsened world,now heading global extinction before 2050 ! >.

Now West and East(Russia &China and their ally)has been being against with each other.

However it is not that one of them is right,but both are wrong.Even though,we could tell that

Real Evil has been due to West Ally.Especially USA with the Emperor is NAZIS reincarnated

nation(CIA-military industry complex the advanced fascism nation).Their influence has been

not only in USA,but in global.However to tell so,there is the anti-power in USA.Now they has

been suffering in their resistance due to their less power. In authors survey,Europe,South

America,Africa and Asia,all of they has been being ruled by CIA after the war due to CIA

operations<Gradio,Condor,......>.That right,It is called “America Imperialism”.

The aim of this report is that also we foreigner must stand up to over turn the evil and

insidious global ruling regime(CIA) by purging minority of betrayers(CIA agent)in each

nation’s behind by effective method of concentrating our power at a focus<betrayer>.

[０]:Conspiracy Embedded in World Dairy Life<operation EndGame>..
In advanced and advancing nations,you have been unconsciously manipulated to be slave

of the regime now silently,but drastically heading global extinction not in total nuclear war,but
https://www.prisonplanet.com/general-in-charge-of-us-nukes-says-he-can-defy-an-illegal-strike-order-from-trump.html

https://www.todayonline.com/world/us-nuclear-general-says-would-resist-illegal-trump-strike-order

in climate hell world before 2050.All you are paralyzing in pleasure civilization(the regime).

In warfare and climate disaster nations,people are being ignored to die by the former world.
http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/insidestory/2017/11/world-leaders-yemen-crisis-171109182832068.html

http://www.aljazeera.com/video/news/2017/05/millions-yemenis-starving-ramadan-170529080752822.html

The latter are advanced extinction people,while also former are delayed extinction people.

These events are not historical accident,but man made intention caused by the evil elite.

Operation EndGame.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

https://www.prisonplanet.com/general-in-charge-of-us-nukes-says-he-can-defy-an-illegal-strike-order-from-trump.html
https://www.todayonline.com/world/us-nuclear-general-says-would-resist-illegal-trump-strike-order
http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/insidestory/2017/11/world-leaders-yemen-crisis-171109182832068.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/video/news/2017/05/millions-yemenis-starving-ramadan-170529080752822.html
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho


[１]:Understanding by Whole View on Past and Coming Future History.
⑴In order to verify [０],author employed following grievious predictions by Hitler,
Jucelino.L.N the Top Prophet at now world and Alex Jones(journalist in USA).
Hitler is outrageous cruel,but also you could confirm what he once told is right.
http://www.777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf

⑵the summary for our purpose:

 :The world has been being ruled by few hereditary elites(wealthiest & nobility).

Rockefeller the US empire once supported NAZIS establishment,and after the war,

WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton8/1)

http://www.voltairenet.org/IMG/pdf/Sutton_Wall_Street_and_Hitler-5.pdf

NAZIS person with the war technology was secretly imported to USA to establish

CIA-military industry complex(reincarnated NAZIS in USA) by operation paper clip.

 :Global ruling by them now has been going on with advanced mind control technology.

 :NAZIS(CIA)IDEOLOGY.

①People are Slaves of Nobility Supremacy.

②By Setting an Enemy,Perpetual War Strategy toward Hegemony Win has been going on.

The Skull & Bones ideology is due to Hoegelian Philosophy in feudalism Preusen 19th C.

This ideology evidently against God teach={justice,truth,and brotherhood}(atheism).

＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

①:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the

service of the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal

valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal

cause." "A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate,

and as such he must dedicate himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]

②:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.
THE GOOD OF WAR
"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their

finite aims uprooted. And as the winds which sweep over the ocean prevent decay that

would result from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption which an

everlasting peace would bring upon it. History shows phases which illustrate how

successful wars have checked internal unrest and have strengthened the entire stability of

the State. Not only do nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations torn

by internal strife, win peace at home as a result of war abroad."

http://www.777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf

http://www.voltairenet.org/IMG/pdf/Sutton_Wall_Street_and_Hitler-5.pdf
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm


[３]:Whole View on “CIA the Deception World”.
“In conspiracy world,things become upside down”........Allen Duress the cia founder.

＊reference:山川暁夫,CIA,教育社,東京,1978.

“If the world is upside down the way as it is now,would’nt we have to turn it over to

get it to stand up straight -Eduardo Galeano-

http://upsidedownworld.org/

"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The largest are kept by public incredulity "

Marshall McLuhan,Canadian researcher and author (1911-1980)

http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html

⑴CIA is outrageous Lawless Machine only for the Emperor’s Global Ruling.Global

inspecting on every information and person non-favorable,Mind control technology for

deception,bribery and threat.It is also secret troop in peace time for coup détat and

assassination.CIA is also kind of virus,which silently invade and weaken society without

awareness.Thus,someday,whole society with injustice,lie,and hate would have turned to be

ridiculously obedient one for the ruler.Then virus is called CIA agent the betrayer,so we need

and develop a VACCINE revealing “virus” with the hidden betrayal before mass public.

⑵The History of the CIA
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699

Valentine’s most important observations about the nature and structure of CIA action are:

⒜The CIA is a class-based organisation. Its membership and its mission are dedicated to

defending the dominance of the predominantly US corporate elite, based on the ideology of

capitalism and white supremacy.

⒝The CIA limits its scope of action to the extent that such action may be plausibly denied

and is of benefit to its clients.

⒞The CIA does not recognise any barriers to action except those imposed by its clients or

by the force of its opponents—i.e. it is beyond what most of us call the law. This does not

mean that it is omnipotent.

⒟The CIA relies for much if not all of its tacit support upon the willing collaboration of the

Establishment and the Counter-Establishment in all its forms and factions. The means for

maintaining this collaboration are mastery of language and propaganda and an enormous

capacity to reward support (witting or unwitting) and punish opposition.

⒠All of the above are attainable because of the degree of organisation and organisational

discipline: class-based, bureaucratic and military in nature.

http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699


[４]:Who is CIA?<not coup detat,assasination,but corrupted society is more serious>.

⑴abstraction from ＊reference:山川暁夫,CIA,教育社,東京,1978.

⒜What Duress told.
CIA employ persons who mainly work for money,or who are interested in adventure and

conspiracy.A certain kind of person is activated in playing with secrets,or deception.They

feel abnormal satisfaction in playing actor behind plot.This feature is frequently found in

betrayal communist.In conspiracy world where all matters are upside down,there are person

who could not get satisfaction in ordinal works,but one with desire of power and status

feeling own something great.

⒝Agents Net-Work build in military occupation regime after the defeated war in Japan.

Many war-regime leaders(military,industry,administration,ideologue were arrested and

detentioned by occupation military,communist,religious leader,.were liberated from political

prisoner).By interrogation with threat and seduction,the war criminal Sugamo Prisoners had

turned to be CIA agents at that time.This net work had done decisive hazardous role in

history of Japan after the war. Now they have been still acting on in every fields !!

⑵Authors Observation on CIA agents the conscious and unconscious.

Once author was employed to a wig corporate of military industry complex in Japan.Then

encountering ideological event made him having noticed on being something globally

organized actions against author.Several years after, he confirmed it CIA by documents.

CIA’s role in abroad is defending corporate benefit from hazard.However,he did nothing

hazardous to the corporate,but they have been doing hazardous to author since then.

They are extremely and narrowly self-righteousness without care on something different.

CIA is an ill of strong shizopherenia world with the stubborn supremacism and fascism.

Maybe,thanks to such them,now USA (also many other nations in the world)seems have

turned strong delusional prosperity nation now heading hell of poverty,terror-war and

supreme climate extinction<operation EndGame>.

⒜By joining the strongest org,they become feel to be stronger and safer.It is only egocentric

motive of the weaker(individual and ensemble)without justice,truth,and faith on nation profit.

That is,they have become betrayers with nothing care for massive others. .

⒝Org’s members may have nothing conscious on they are cooperator with CIA.

Lower class policemen,administration officers,corporate employee,.......Or in other word,

someone in high position, who are their boss are conscious CIA agent.They are conspiracy

planner or the cooperator.However their top is military American in Japan.

<Japan USA committee held the meeting with Japanese bureucrats twice times/month>.



⒞Also,there are many politicians who are conscious on relation with CIA.

Prime minister Koizumi and Abe at now are too famous.Their hidden motive is invisible

hatred complex against Japanese.Since,unless hatred,their evil deed could not be

explained.

⒟Ensemble Synchronized Paralyzing in Conscience on truth,justice,& brotherhood.
A people will try to accord with ensemble’s manner,whether it be good or bad.

Each individual’s action wrong could be negelcted by all doing similar wrong.

This is especially remarkable in established mass media(with massive commercial

advertisement) and education institution.That is, fake news journalists and fake teachers

and professors.Their each deeds may be small,but their accumulated influence as org’s

action to mass public are not negligible<media-education-industry complex>.

Their action effect is long term and region global to decay society(culture)without conscious

and awareness of mass public.

⒠Decadent Capitalism Regime with Visible Vanity,but without Invisible Truth.

Once society had established saving {foods,housing,and energy}(＝the minimum materials

for life),which is a completion of economy the very fundamental.Then what business will

do ?.It is to pursue and agitate more pleasure and more vanity goods and service(in

advanced nation markets).It is also a kind of massive wastes in resources and energy.

However Capitalism Instinction never allow stopping economy growing to conserve financial

business the kernel of Capitalism.Once it stopped,economic recession never be evaded.

Thereby capitalism show window nation USA has been entirely pursuing decadent pleasure

and vanity culture(now causing own extinction),which is also to separate people extravagant

or poor in the too competitive society.Then richer people is to become obedient to the

regime,while poor people is to become suppressed by the regime.Then plutocracy endeavor

seeking policy in order to keep the regime for plutocracy<capitalism as supremacism>.

An excess pleasure has an aspect to paralyze, ignore something incovenient.

A excess vanity has an aspect to hide something incovenient,

*for example,Carbon energy civilization now has been causing climate hell. A failure of

higher status person sometimes hide it.

A society of excess pleasure & vanity tend to corrupt in every manner when they encounter

something inconvenient,which become fatal especially in structural problem.Then an

injustice by CIA is to become necessary for conserving the regime.Then,if society was

corrupted,they has no ability to fix by justice !!. Then people were divided to be selfish with

each other not to fight against injustice by their cooperation.



[４]:How to Overcome CIA ?!!.
❶The Essence of CIA Game＝All are Enemy,but Ownself(very few elites) !!
NAZSI Ideology of the military industry complex reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
①People are Slaves of Nobility Supremacy.

②Perpetual War Strategy by setting enemy toward Hegemony Win.

＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

The real ruler are very few,while we are outrageously massive(＝the winning strategy) !!,

Then why we have been being defeated in their GAME against Us All ???.

It is due to our failure in making overwhelming solidarity with a decisive truth !!.

❷Essence of Game＝In order to win,enemy must do fail !!
Essence of Our Failure＝Errors due to......
 :deception(upside down),interception,leaking,

failure in facts recognition & righteous action toward winning !,
Ⅱ:betray(divide and rule !!) by threat,bribery,mind control,...

facts and action crooked by violence
This is solidarity broken toward dis-action due to betrayer egoism,...

So far authors survey,deception and betray are major factors of our failure.

❸Real Case Study:

Mass Deception<being far away from truth is awful to cause own extinction!!!>:
⑴9/11 and following illegal invasion wars in Middle East Nations,now still those are going

on.9/11 is not radical Muslim terror,but US secret troop crime with remote control plane.

It is new war business market creating for military industry and insidious faint operation for

averting possible inconvenient world argument in peace time of no wars and terrors.

http://www.911truth.org/

http://www.physics911.net/

http://www.911scholars.org/

http://patriotsquestion911.com/professors.html

*Role of global mass media(betrayal)is outrageous,now they has been still keeping secret.

This had terribly corrupted justice power of the world toward global moral-less society.

However it could be great chance to turn the situation by making 9/11 global protest day.

Bush government at that time must be sued and send jail to globally disclose the fact.

As the consequence,also the origin of global evil ruling by NAZIS reincarnated would be

disclosed.Then the world is to begin fact ruling to evade global exterminating by them.

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
http://www.911truth.org/
http://www.physics911.net/
http://www.911scholars.org/
http://patriotsquestion911.com/professors.html


⑵Exterminating in Hell by Arctic Methane Catastrophe.

⒜This is the most emergent risk of the world,however hided by the ruler..

Recently we had become not able to access to AMEG in website,but by Arctic Methane

Emergency Group(in UK).That is,they are group who should be hided in website.

They has been warning planetary emergency on Arctic Methane Catastrophe RIsk,which

would exterminate whole life on globe before (2039-Hitler,2043-Jucelino,Science＜2050).

Global warming by CO2 had vanished Ice cover in Arctic Ocean,now which is going on by

positive feedback by this way＝ice melt→more heat input into ocean→more ice melt→....

As the consequence,sea floor temperature is to rise and melt massive methane hydrade to

erupt Methane Gas the strong GHG causing rapid global warming.The final stage is to

cause global fire storm(hell of fireball earth)exterminating almost global life.

However there is a salvation technology called Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering(ACE!).

It is intercepting summer solar heat by cloud making technology and making thicker winter

ice surface by pouring water on ice surface.Those are outrageous area and length size

scale engineering,however it could not be impossible by the technology and the finance.

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

⒝UN IPCC Climate Scientists has been hiding deadly Methane Extinction Risk.
Climate never be fixed only by Carbon Reduction,but also by Arctic Cooling Engineering an

outrageous and unprecedented scale engineering.To tell from very beginning,the most

influential IPCC climate scientists will not disclose this deadly fact to the world public,but has

been hiding with silent.Their awful and miserable reason shall be explained in the later.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

IPCC scientists(who were once ignorant on Arctic Cooling Engineering at that time) are

deadly betrayers against humanity.They have been hiding Methane Extinction Risk !!!

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,

produced from sulfur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for modest

expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be

replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is

ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html


⒞Why have they been hiding the deadly supreme problem to the world public ?!!

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

It’s Climate Change that is Silent,but Actual WWⅢ Exterminating 5Billion People.
However only minor elites would try to survive.

⒟Nothing Image of 5 Billion People Dying in Coming Climate Hell.
Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043,,may die if nothing is done in
time,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

Coming 2043 would not be in rather slow tempo,but to abrupt collapse by Arctic methane

catastrophe.Note prediction could be changed by our will at now,Jucelino himself told.

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

⑶Deadly Deception on Religion,etc by Corrupted Established Science Society.
Once all the people acted in justice,truth and brotherhood,the upside down world now could

be turn to righteous one at soon.Those are essential teach of RELIGION revelation by the

other world.However modern world had become rather atheism due to misunderstanding.

Thereby now the upside down world has been being ruled by injustice,lie and hatred.

Prophecy has decent standard science mechanism disclosed by author.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

Global Science Society has been entirely neglecting anything what author wrote.

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf

Ideology reforming(by justice,truth and brotherhood) in all of global people is decisive to

make global massive unite with a truth in the world now facing unprecedented extinction

risk.Then it is nothing,but decent science with religion that could present the very

simple,fundamental, common and exact-strong ideology toward action.

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf


❹No Threat and Bribery by Establishing BI(Basic Income).
What need for you not to be threatened or bribed ??.We are not fully free,but slave.

BI could not be full complete,but semi-complete method to liberate global people from

economic slavery in the competitive,but now not cooperative global Capitalism Regime.

BI is also called citizenship income,which is fed equally minimum income to all the citizens

without any restriction,but citizenship by nation.Note this is feasible without large tax.

If people try to resist against the wrong ruling regime,they may encounter something

suppression in any nations.This could be a cause making people nervous in political action.

Now every nations,to save life by job is not so easy,except rare rich social welfare nations.

Then method BI is revolutional,but economy regime could be kept without large revolution.

Following is the kernel point which has been crooked by malicious groups.

BI could be considered as follows in exact account principle.

BI does not need large tax increasing,but increasing few feeding family by job less rate in

national statistical average meaning.Increasing feeding family is certainly to reduce your

manageable income which is equivalent to tax increasing amount.

http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J96-BASIC-INCOME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

citizens with Income by job<1－jobless rate> jobless rate

disposable income＝payment＋DEPOSIT(＝someones debt～almost nation) Income-less

Tax-2＝ordinal taxes.

Family fed_2＝BI＝Tax-1

Family fed_1

Basic Income Basic

Income

Someone worry that BI is to increase people who will not work.However then market

principle enforce them to work,because less man power supply is to cause high goods price

due to higher man power cost which is to enforce them to work both due to poverty and due

to the higher income by getting job.In ordinal sense,people has will to join society through

job.It also be good for society that someone ignore getting higher income,while he wish what

he really want to do by minimum income.It is enlarging freedom of all people,which may

have great potential to revise society.

http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J96-BASIC-INCOME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf


Note todays world is addiction of too much working,which now has been accelerating global

crisis of such climate change by consuming massive oil and resources.Also note BI has

ability to stabilize peoples livelihood in large Economy Regime Change which enforce

people’s job transition or jobless for a while.

*Author told almost merits of BI,however there would be demerit not told at here.

Then you may notify it to author.Of course,CIA hates BI which liberate people.

❺Summary on [４]:How to Overcome CIA ?!!.
⑴It is overwhelming global deception that has been allowing insidious global exterminating

<operation EndGame conspired by the too insidious supremacism elite with CIA in USA>.

It is due to global ignorance on real climate risk now heading climate hell exterminating.

Corrupted global scientists with media will not disclose the coming exterminating hell.

Major is strongest obsession on ECONOMY with desire and fear on business success or

failure. In fact,climate risk is actual WWⅢ the too insidious final survival game,which has

been being concealed by perpetual mass media agitation on faint of terror and war disputes

in anywhere in the world conspired by CIA the US warmonger.Thereby once global people

must reexamine 9/11 and the behind history of NAZIS reincarnated in USA after the war.

It is they who has been endeavoring to exterminate global population by climate hell.

⑵People must be awaken on own delusional recongnition on the upside down now world.

Excess pleasure & vanity life in advanced and advancing nations has been causing your

delusion on the recognition(＝paralyzing on recognition that now the world has been

heading toward global exterminating by Arctic Methane Catastrophe before 2050).

⑶Establishing Income Assurance for liberating people from political suppression.
Making global massive unite with a truth need people’s political freedom from slavery in the

economy and war regime,which would be possible by urgent establishing BI and peace.

Any voters with politicians must endeavor to establish BI(citizenship income)and peace.

*Key Words:
overwhelming global deception＝upside down world !!
global massive unite with a truth=turn the upside down world !!.
The other world never will punish us all,but it is our world.

Because it was the other world who once revealed Religion of justice,truth,and brotherhood

toward our mass salvation.It is nothing,but repentance toward accomplishing the teach.

Technically repentance must be revolution by global massive unite with the truth.


